Isolation and characterization of RAT1: an essential gene of Saccharomyces cerevisiae required for the efficient nucleocytoplasmic trafficking of mRNA.
We have combined techniques of genetics and histochemistry to identify genes required for the nucleocytoplasmic export of mRNA in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We adapted in situ hybridization using a digoxigenin-labeled oligo(dT)50 probe to localize poly(A)+ RNA in fixed yeast cells and used yeast strains carrying the rna1-1 mutation to develop an assay. The rna1-1 mutation is the only previously described mutation that causes defects in mRNA export. As visualized with this RNA localization assay, rna1-1 strains accumulated poly(A)+ RNA at the nuclear periphery at the nonpermissive temperature. This was in contrast to the RNA localization pattern of wild-type cells or rna1-1 cells grown at permissive temperature. Wild-type cells showed bright uniform cytoplasmic staining with little detectable RNA in the nuclei. We used this RNA localization assay to screen a bank of temperature-sensitive yeast strains for mutants with inducible defects in mRNA trafficking. Strains identified in this manner are designated RAT mutants for ribonucleic acid trafficking. The rat1-1 allele conferred temperature-sensitive accumulation of poly(A)+ RNA in one to several intranuclear spots that appear to lie at the nuclear periphery. RNA processing was unaffected in rat1-1 strains, except for an inducible defect in trimming the 5' end of the 5.8S rRNA. The wild-type RAT1 gene was cloned by complementation; it encodes an essential 116-kD protein with regions of homology to the protein encoded by SEP1 (also known as DST2, XRN1, KEM1, and RAR5). Sep1p is a nucleic acid binding protein, a 5'----3' exonuclease, and catalyzes DNA strand transfer reactions in vitro. We discuss the possible significance of the Rat1p/Sep1p homology for RNA trafficking. We also discuss the potential of this RNA localization assay to identify genes involved in nuclear structure and RNA metabolism.